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Arizona Physicians Respond to Extension of Stay Home, Stay Healthy, Stay Connected Executive Order

April 30, 2020 (Phoenix) – The Arizona Medical Association (ArMA) commends Governor Doug Ducey for taking a thoughtful approach as he announced plans to extend Arizona’s Stay Home, Stay Healthy, Stay Connected Executive Order through May 15, with some modifications. ArMA applauds this decision to gradually reopen the economy while closely monitoring COVID19 trends in our state. The impact of COVID19 has been seen on not only a healthcare front but also an economic one.

“This action shows that Governor Ducey is listening to the healthcare community in his decision-making process,” stated Dr. Ross Goldberg, ArMA President. “The health of all Arizonans, which includes physical, mental, and economic well-being, remains a top priority. ArMA will continue to serve as a resource for the Governor and his team with sound recommendations based upon science and data.”
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